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Abstract

Use of lab-in-the-field experiments has increased dramatically, given benefits of study-
ing relevant populations and their preferences. In the field, researchers must often relin-
quish the control a standard laboratory offers, raising the specter of communication from
past to future participants. Little is known about the mechanics or consequences of such
spillovers, and recent literature indicates concerning variation in whether and how authors
deal with them. I use pre-existing data from public goods games in Rwandan villages
to provide some of the first estimates of such spillovers. The strategy exploits random
variation in planning, and uses ex-post matching of villages on all pre-study observables,
comparing villages with and without communication opportunities. Communication led
to substantial increases in cooperation, likely driven by conditional cooperators. The re-
sults suggest that theoretically unanticipated spillovers can bias inference. I conclude with
advice for mitigating communication spillovers, and recommend that researchers create,
commit to, and report no-contact protocols.
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“Collusion/Contagion: Several members of our team have experienced some se-

rious collusion among players in large villages where they have run significant

numbers of experiments. The degree of collusion was extreme in all cases in spite

of the fact that offers were anonymous.”

− Roots of Human Sociality, Experiments in 15 Small-Scale Societies:
Phase II Game Protocol

1 Introduction

Laboratory experiments to measure preferences and behavior have become a standard compo-
nent of the economist’s toolkit, and now a significant number of lab experiments are conducted
in the field: outside of a university classroom or computer lab, and with non-student populations
(Gneezy and Imas, 2017). The utilization of such lab-in-the-field experiments has increased
dramatically in applied work in the social sciences. In development economics, researchers
are putting increasing weight on the importance of understanding relationships between prefer-
ences and development outcomes. Such work is increasingly finding outlets in leading journals
of economics and political science.1

The internal validity of such studies hinges on unbiased identification of preferences, which
among other things, requires “no interference between units” (Cox, 1958, p.19), which is cen-
tral to the “stable unit-treatment value assumption” (SUTVA) (Rubin, 1980; Imbens and Rubin,
2015). The quote at the beginning of this paper suggests one prominent failure of SUTVA in
the context of lab-in-the-field experiments: past participants communicating with and altering
the behavior of future participants.2 Taken from the phase II protocol of a large scale project to
conduct behavioral experiments in 15 “small-scale societies”, the investigators reference con-
tagion from communication spillovers in earlier experiments. This earlier work, see Henrich et
al. (2001), is now some of the most highly cited work in economics using the lab-in-the-field
methodology.3

1Recent examples published in top journals in recent years include Avdeenko and Gilligan (2015), Bauer et
al. (2018), Casaburi and Macchiavello (2018), Chandrasekhar et al. (2018), D’Exelle and Verschoor (2015), Enos
and Gidron (2018), Gneezy et al. (2016), Jakiela and Ozier (2015), Kosfeld and Rustagi (2015), and Somville and
Vandewalle (2018). Use of lab-in-the-field experiments is also on the rise in other fields such as sociology, see
Baldassarri (2015).

2These concepts are always framed in the context of ensuring unbiased comparisons between treatment and
control groups. However it is straightforward to translate them to a unit group context, e.g. population choices
in lab-in-the-field experiments. Using the classic SUTVA language, denote participation as “treatment”. Hence
every participant is treated, and SUTVA requires that outcomes depend only on individual treatment, and not
on the treatment of others. The assumption of SUTVA thus requires that the participation of others is unrelated
to one’s choices. Communication from past participants can also be interpreted as a violating the requirement
of excludability (Gerber and Green, 2012), which fails when some participants enter the game with different
preparation that impacts choices: e.g. if some participants receive worse explanations of the game than others, or
(as in this paper) if some participants have communicated with others prior to participation.

3The protocol can be found here: http://www.ensminger.caltech.edu/documents/587/3_-_
Game-Procedures-and-Protocols-DG-UG-TPP.pdf. In the protocol they discuss mitigation strate-
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I refer to such spillovers as inter-session communication spillovers, or simply communica-
tion spillovers for brevity. They occur whenever participants in an experiment share any aspects
of their experience, advice, or interpretation of the experiment with anyone else who has not
yet participated, but is connected with a future participant. Part of the reason these spillovers
have received less attention is that standard economic theory typically posits that they will not
alter behavior. A well-informed subject in an experiment should not be affected by advice or
framing, as these behavioral phenomena do not alter the rational payoff-maximizing action. Yet
the paradox is clear: experiments are interesting because they capture deviations from standard
theory. Thus, spillovers which arise from behavioral impacts of communication are indeed a
real threat. In experiments, behavior can change because of advice, altered beliefs about the
behavior of others, or framing/experimenter demand effects.4

Surprisingly, in methodological accounts of lab-in-the-field studies, communication spillovers
are not mentioned as confounds that researchers need to be aware of.5 While many researchers
appear to use strategies to avoid such spillovers, such as implementing minimum distance rules,
a review of the literature suggests that this is far from universal. Even if mitigation strategies
were universal, sometimes it may be infeasible to implement them. For example, one may wish
to study the effects of a historical localized conflict on preferences, which restricts the possible
sample to a small geographic area. Or, one may wish to conduct a framed field experiment with
members of a farmers cooperative, who all work in the same region.

Just as worrying, is that many lab-in-the-field experiments do not report sufficient informa-
tion, such as timing and location of sessions, or whether any protocols were implemented to
prevent spillovers, in order for readers to assess the degree to which they should be concerned.
In the Section 4 of this paper I briefly review a subset of the literature, including the top publica-
tions mentioned in the first footnote, as well as recent papers from the Journal of Development

Economics. I find that the majority of papers do not mention spillovers, nor protocols to avoid
them. Even after contacting the authors for further details, reasonable concerns with spillovers
were a feature in over one in four of the surveyed papers. Even if we assume adequate care is
typically taken, we still lack the evidence to comment on both the magnitude of the problem we
are taking care to avoid, and the effectiveness of potential mitigation strategies, such as ensuring
minimum distances between sessions, or running sessions in parallel.

I study one such large implementation of a lab-in-the-field experiment in Rwanda involving
the participation of 150 different rural villages which was implemented over a period of three

gies, but conclude that the spillovers are impossible to avoid altogether. One may be concerned if prevalence of
spillovers is correlated with group characteristics such as “market-integration”.

4Past participants may give advice to future participants about what to do. They may reveal the outcome,
influencing expectations, or they may give an interpretation: “I think they are trying to measure how cooperative
we are”, creating framing or experimenter demand effects. Schotter (2003) shows how advice changes behavior
in experiments. Chaudhuri et al. (2006) shows how beliefs about others can alter own behavior. Framing and
experimenter demand effects can also affect behavior in lab experiments (Dufwenberg et al., 2011; Zizzo, 2010).

5Neither Gneezy and Imas (2017) nor Harrison and List (2004) discuss spillovers as a potential threat to the va-
lidity of lab-in-the-field studies. Viceisza (2012) does not discuss spillovers directly, but while discussing sampling
recommends the scattering of households, subject to “reasonable limits”, which are not further defined.
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months. Theoretically, communication was not expected to alter behavior, although elements
of the geographical study area, such as its relatively small size, suggested such communication
may have been possible. Observations from the field suggest anecdotal evidence that commu-
nication had occurred. In one instance, the survey team visited a village that appeared similar
to others in the region. Standard protocol was followed, however in this specific village, all
12 participants contributed the maximum possible amount in the public goods game, similar to
the experience of the Roots of Human Sociality project. Because this was so exceptional, the
team stayed behind to ask the villagers what led to such high levels of cooperation. A woman
explained that she was friends with some of the women in a neighboring village, and one of
her friends had participated in the same game only two days prior. Her friend told her that she
should contribute the maximum amount, and she had shared this information amongst these
villagers before the team had arrived.

To uncover unbiased estimates of communication spillovers, I utilize propensity score match-
ing, which is well suited for this context. The reason is that in planning the order of visits of
the 150 villages, the logistical planner for this study only had access to a pre-determined set of
few village characteristics, and was personally unfamiliar with the villages. Thus, his ordering
could only be conditioned on a small and finite set of observables, and not on private informa-
tion. The matching strategy splits villages according to whether or not they had opportunities
to communicate with past participants, using timing and GPS data, and then matches them on
this key set of observables. The result is that one can compare villages which appear ex-ante
identical to the planner, but for idiosyncratic reasons some were treated, i.e. they had neighbors
which previously participated, and others were not. Having the full set of conditioning vari-
ables automatically fulfills the key selection on observables assumption underlying matching
techniques, that treatment is independent of outcomes, conditional on observables. This takes
all the guesswork out of which variables need be included in the propensity score.

Implementing this matching strategy I indeed find large effects of communication. Being
located near past participating villages increased contribution rates in the entire sample by 11-
14% depending on the matching estimators used. I estimate these effects for different distance
cut-offs, showing that spillovers cease to be significant after 2.5 km. To understand the overall
robustness of these results, I additionally find that these estimates exceed approximately 99%
of 10,000 simulated hypothetical village re-orderings. As the main results pertain to a com-
mon baseline game played initially with all villages, I also examine whether spillovers could
lead to differential bias across treatments, by leveraging the random implementation of differ-
ent versions in a second round. I find evidence for a differential effect: villages without past
participating neighbors are significantly more cooperative in alternate versions – while there is
no effect in villages likely to have been susceptible to communication spillovers.

While the evidence strongly suggests that communication had large impacts on cooperation,
it is more difficult to identify the precise mechanism. A key explanation involves communica-
tion shifting beliefs about levels of cooperation upward, which would increase the contributions
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of so-called conditional cooperators: those who increase their contributions when they expect
others to do the same. Such a mechanism appears to be at work in the field data: there is sug-
gestive evidence that the treatment effect is driven entirely by those who are identified as con-
ditional cooperators in the sample. These results are consistent with Chaudhuri et al. (2006),
who find that providing future participants with public advice from past participants in a public
goods lab experiment increases average contributions.

To my knowledge these results present the first estimates in a lab-in-the-field context of
unstructured communication on behavior, and they present key evidence on the underlying
mechanism.6 The finding is significant, since these considerations exist in a context where
standard theory makes the prediction that social information could only affect behavior through
a learning mechanism, which would generate the opposite effect to what is observed. Regard-
ing related evidence, Cardenas and Carpenter (2005) and Bernal et al. (2016) conduct common
pool resource lab-in-the-field games in Colombia, which also involve follow-up games with the
same communities months later. A key difference is that these followup games included past
participants, making up 30% of participants in Cardenas and Carpenter (2005) and 86% of par-
ticipants in Bernal et al. (2016). While their focus is different from this paper, on the dynamics
of learning within groups, the results are consistent: villages became more cooperative in the
second visit. Importantly, Cardenas and Carpenter (2005) find that the results are not simply
driven by past participants – novice participants are more likely to contribute more in the second
visit compared with novice participants in the first visit.7

More generally, lab-in-the-field experiments fit between field experiments (where social
learning and spillovers have received more attention, often guided by theory), and traditional
lab experiments (where these spillovers have also received little attention). While lab experi-
ments may also suffer from communication spillovers, in Table 7 in the Appendix I discuss why
experimental labs may often be less susceptible to this issue than corresponding field settings,
such as rural Rwanda. For example, lab experiments are often run in settings where they are
common, less noteworthy events with relatively lower stakes, with subjects who are often not
aware of which experiment they are participating in. On the other hand lab-in-the-field as well
as framed field experiments may be particularly vulnerable due to their increased salience and
often higher stakes.8

The results and discussion of this paper lead to a number of practical suggestions for re-
searchers either designing or analyzing projects involving lab-in-the-field data. First, care needs

6On the other hand, in the lab there are studies of pre-play communication changing behavior, e.g. Isaac and
Walker (1988a), see Sally (1995) for a broader overview, with more recent work by Bochet and Putterman (2009)
and Brosig et al. (2003) for public goods games. It is not obvious that impromptu opportunities for communication
during day to day life would lead to the same outcome as mandated and structured communication in a lab context.

7Both papers highlight the potential pedagogical effect of the experimental games, which could therefore have
positively affected cooperative norms. These may be particularly salient in their setting, as in both papers the
groups were selected specifically because common pool resources were important within the communities. Impor-
tantly, the mechanisms outlined in this paper appear difficult to exclude as alternative explanations.

8Broader field experiments such as RCTs can however be susceptible to an analogous spillover problem of
interference between units, see Baird et al. (2018).
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to be taken in design, as spillovers may arise even when theoretically unanticipated. It is criti-
cally important to both adopt no-contact protocols such as requiring minimum distance between
sessions and/or implementing sessions in parallel, as well as carefully documenting and report-
ing these protocols. Section 4 details these best practices, as well as suggestions for how to
proceed when they may be infeasible.

2 Context and Empirical Strategy

2.1 Context

The experimental games were conducted as a component of a broader impact evaluation of
community health programs.9 In parallel with baseline surveys for that evaluation, public goods
experiments were conducted in 150 villages in the Rusizi district in Rwanda over a three month
period in 2013. These villages were chosen randomly from a total of 598 villages in the district.
For the purposes of this paper, the evaluation of the community health programs is not relevant,
as these programs were implemented after the completion of all the public goods experiments.

Twelve participants were selected at random from the baseline survey list which included
one person from every household with at least one child under the age of 5. The team typically
visited 2 or 3 villages per day, with each visit taking approximately 3 hours. Local survey staff
then explained the game in the local language of Kinyarwanda. Communication during the
game was not permitted, except to ask questions of the staff. A significant amount of time was
spent explaining the game, including the tradeoffs between private and public benefits, provid-
ing a demonstration, and conducting a full practice session. It was important that individual
decisions were completely private and anonymous; at no time were individual contributions
revealed, a fact emphasized to participants. Further details and the experimental protocol are
provided in Online Appendix N.

The public goods experiments followed a standard format. Individuals were given an en-
dowment of 4 x 100 RWF coins.10 One by one participants were instructed to leave the room,
go to a private area, and decide how much to contribute to the group fund, by placing their pre-
ferred number of coins in a provided coin purse. The remainder of their endowment was kept
on their person. Each individual amount was recorded, using anonymous ID numbers located
inside the contribution purses, to prevent identification of individuals by the survey team. Next,
all the purses were emptied publicly one by one, and in a transparent manner the coins were

9The official project name is: Impact Evaluation of Community-Based Health Programs in Rwanda (CBEHPP);
ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT01836731; PI: James Habyarimana, Georgetown University. See Sinharoy et al.
(2017, 2016). As the evaluation found no impact of the health programs, the games were considered no longer
relevant to the final analysis, and hence were not utilized in these studies.

10At the time, 400 RWF was approximately 0.60 USD. From the Integrated Household Living Conditions Survey
2010-2011, 400 RWF comprises of more than an average day’s income for 45% of the district population. Earnings
in the experiment were slightly larger than 1800 RWF on average, which greatly exceeds a day’s income for the
majority of the population. Real money was used ensure that the stakes were salient, and to minimize confusion.
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counted, tripled, and divided equally among all 12 participants.
Subjects played two rounds of the public goods game with real stakes, receiving income

directly after each round. The second round consisted of one of four different versions of the
game, which included the baseline repeated as well as versions involving rewards, penalties, or
aggregate risk. Subjects were aware that there would be a second round, but were not given
any information about the specific variation that would be used, ensuring comparability across
villages. For this reason only the first round is used for the primary analysis of the paper,
while the second round will be considered when exploring differential effects of spillovers on
cooperation across these versions, as well as when examining potential mechanisms.

Note that contributing ci = 0 is the unique optimal strategy absent social preferences, with
the marginal per capita return (MPCR) to cooperation set at 0.25. A long history of public goods
experiments have shown that individuals tend to contribute non-negligible positive amounts,
despite the dominant incentives to free-ride (Ledyard, 1995). Chaudhuri (2011) provides a de-
tailed overview of cooperation in public goods experiments, and places particular emphasis on
individuals that play as conditional cooperators (CCs): those who condition their contributions
on what (they believe) others will contribute. Further discussion is deferred to Section 3.

Table 1 presents summary statistics of village level contributions in the games, as well
as variables which were collected prior to participation in the games. Women were over-
represented in the larger survey, and subsequently are 74% of the participants in the experimen-
tal games.11 The average years of completed education is 4.5, which corresponds to partially
completing primary school, while the average age was 35. The average number of “strong ties”
is approximately 2.6.12 The Community Cooperation Index and the Community Effort Index

were responses to a survey question on whether they agreed that community members (1) coop-
erate with each-other, and (2) were willing to exert effort in the community. The trust index is
a binary survey response to whether they believe we can trust people or not (in general). Of the
150 villages visited, in only two villages were we unable to find the full 12 participants. These
villages have been dropped from the analysis. The remaining sample is of 147 villages, with
one additional village being unable to be matched.

Figure 1 presents the distribution of contributions in the public goods games. The possible
levels ranged from 0 to 400 RWF, in 100 RWF increments. The average level contributed to
the group fund is 255 RWF, which is about 64% of the socially optimal level of contributing
the maximum 400 RWF. As is typical in public goods experiments, the standard theoretical
prediction of contributing zero is rejected. Online Appendix Figure B1 shows the analogous
full distribution of individual contributions.

11Women were over-represented in this larger survey because the respondent was not randomly selected from
within the household. Of note is that the gender ratio in Rusizi district is highly skewed, so the over-representation
is not as large as it appears. According to the 2013 Rusizi District Gender Statistics Report, the percentage of
females aged 25-64 is 55.4%. This age group represents 89% of those participating in this study.

12Strong ties refers to how many of the other 11 participants the individual knew well, by first and last name.
Without this name requirement, piloting indicated that nearly all individuals reported the maximum, 11.
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Table 1: Summary of Village Level Variables

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Contribution 255.38 65.23 91.7 400.0

Female 0.74 0.14 0.3 1.0

Age 35.38 3.39 26.6 45.3

Years of Education 4.47 1.28 0.8 8.5

Number of Strong Ties 2.57 1.07 0.7 6.8

Community Cooperation Index 0.82 0.13 0.4 1.0

Community Effort Index 0.79 0.16 0.3 1.0

General Trust Index 0.73 0.15 0.3 1.0

Distance to base (km) 13.14 7.98 1.0 38.8

Village Size (# HHs) 131.64 42.70 43.0 345.0

# Villages ≤ 1.75 km 1.86 1.33 0.0 5.0

Distance to paved road (km) 4.73 3.81 0.0 14.1

Observations 147

Number of Strong Ties: How many others (of 11) know well, and know full legal name. Community Cooperation
Index: Derives from whether participants agree (1), neither agree nor disagree (0.5), or disagree (0) that people
in community generally cooperate. Community Effort Index: Derives from whether participants agree (1), neither
agree nor disagree (0.5), or disagree (0) that people in community are willing to exert effort towards improving
community. General Trust Index: Derives from whether participants agree we can generally trust people. Distance
to base: Distance from village to study base location in kilometers. # Villages≤ 1.75km: Number of other villages
within 1.75km in study; includes both villages with earlier and later participation dates. Distance to paved road:
Distance from village to nearest paved road in kilometers.

The 64% contribution rate is on the higher end of contributions in experimental public goods
games. Typically, contribution rates range between 40-60%, though with a range of different
MPCR. Another difference between these results and previous experiments is that the propor-
tion of “free-riders” or those contributing nothing, is lower than commonly found (Ledyard,
1995; Chaudhuri, 2011). A MPCR of 0.25 is on the lower end, reinforcing that the observed
contribution rates are comparatively high (Isaac and Walker, 1988b).
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Figure 1: Distribution of Contributions (RWF)
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Village average contributions in the public goods experiments. Possible values ranged from 0
to 400 RWF, in 100 RWF increments. N = 147.

2.2 Strategy to Identify Communication Spillovers

The identification of the effects of communication on cooperation involves a nearest-neighbor
matching strategy, which pairs otherwise similar villages which only differed on whether there
existed opportunities for communication to occur. Evaluating the validity of this strategy re-
quires understanding the order in which villages were visited, since this ordering will determine
which villages had opportunities to communicate with past participants. One ideal situation
would be to have a completely random ordering. This would likely ensure that there is no dif-
ferential selection of villages which had and did not have opportunities to communicate with
past participants.

However, in the current study the order was not explicitly randomized. Instead, a study
planner observed a set of pre-study observable characteristics of the 150 villages, and had to
determine an ordering. Rather than assume (erroneously) that the planner chose randomly, I
assume instead that after conditioning on all of the pre-study variables observed by the planner,
the unexplained variation in order generates precisely the randomness needed for identification.

For this assumption to be credible, it would require that the planner did not have access to
additional private information about the villages, beyond the pre-study observables. Based on
interviews with the planner, this appears to be true. First, the planner was not a local of the study
area, but was from a different district, and moved to Rusizi only for the duration of the project.
Next, the planner was only personally familiar with two out of 150 villages in the study. In his
role, he did not visit the villages, and hence did not have individual knowledge about them. His
knowledge of Rusizi district was based on familiarity with the 18 political sectors which make
up the district, their locations, and whether they are accessible by paved roads. Figure 4 in the
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Appendix presents a map of these sectors.13

Thus, the planner is unlikely to have had private information about the villages. How did
the planner choose the order? As would be expected, the primary concern of the planner was
logistical convenience: choosing to visit villages located nearby one another at similar dates.
Two additional concerns featured in his decisions. The first was to ensure difficult villages were
spread evenly throughout the study: those that were located far from the study’s base location,
and/or those that had large numbers of households, which required longer working hours.14 The
second was that on some days, the planner decided to alter the ordering due to heavy rainfall,
as some regions were more difficult to access than others, due to a lack of paved roads.

In fact, these features of the planning process help to introduce exogenous variation into
the ordering. The first works to re-balance these characteristics among villages visited earlier
and later, which may correlate with opportunities for potential communication. The second in-
troduces a random shock, forcing the planner to alter the ordering. Overall, while most of the
planner’s strategy was sensibly based on logistical convenience, there will be some variation
in visit order, which cannot be explained in a purely deterministic way by all of the pre-study
observable variables. In addition to these shocks, the fact that the planner lacked detailed in-
formation on the villages, but nonetheless had to make order decisions among villages which
appeared similar from his perspective, means that necessarily some decisions would have to be
arbitrary.

In the Appendix, Figure 5(a) presents the order of these visits on a map. The order is evi-
dently not random, as neighboring villages are likely to be visited at similar points in time. What
is important however, is that after conditioning on the observables available to the planner, the
order exhibits random variation. To this end, Figure 5(b) in the Appendix shows visually the ge-
ographic distribution of villages which deviate from their predicted order, based on regression.
As anticipated, there is no clear spatial pattern. The key strategy is thus to exploit this exoge-
nous variation in the planner’s decision making to find villages which were identical based on
available observables, but by chance, differed in whether or not they had neighbors who previ-
ously participated in the public goods games: i.e. had potential opportunities to communicate
with past participants.

For this estimation, it is useful frame this exercise in terms of the treatment effects literature.
Some villages are “treated” with exposure to previous participants, while others are not. This
setting is particularly amenable to using propensity score matching techniques (Rosenbaum and
Rubin, 1983) to estimate the causal effects of communication on behavior. This is because the
order of visit could only be conditioned on observables known to the planner, before the games

13The planner was interviewed in October 2019 by the author. He had been involved in supervising an earlier
census of the project which tallied the number of households per village. As supervisor he did not personally visit
the villages.

14All staff and enumerators were based in a central location. There were no overnight stays during the study,
with the exception of 1 out of 18 political sectors. Removing this sector does not alter the results. The rationale
behind spreading difficult villages evenly across the study was to minimize staff fatigue and ensure reasonable
weekly working hours.
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were conducted. Thus one can make use of this full set of observables to generate propen-
sity scores for the “treatment”: having neighbors who previously participated. By matching
treatment and control villages with similar values of the propensity score, i.e. villages who are
similar based on all observables available to the planner, one is able to recover causal estimates
of treatment effects.

The key assumption in using matching techniques is the selection on observables (uncon-
foundedness) assumption, i.e. that after controlling for observables, treatment assignment is
independent of the outcome of interest: contributions in the public goods game. In most em-
pirical studies, this assumption is difficult to satisfy, since often the treatment of interest, e.g.
job training, is self-selected into by individuals, and the econometrician may not observe all
relevant variables that determine this selection. In the case of the present paper, the selection on
observables assumption is likely to be satisfied automatically, as I have the small but complete
set of possible conditioning variables.15

2.3 Defining the Treatment

The treatment of interest for this study is whether a village had opportunities for communica-
tion with past participating village neighbors. The treatment is not the effect of communication
directly, since this is not observed. Two villages are defined as neighbors if they are within
1.75 kilometers of one another. This particular distance is chosen as it reasonably captures op-
portunities for inter-village communication, but additionally because it creates balance between
villages with neighbors, and those without. As will be shown, this is important for power in the
matching strategy.

However, since this research question and distance was not identified prior to the study,
it is important to demonstrate that the results are consistent for other distances, and that 1.75
kilometers was not chosen after an ex-post comparison of different distances. To demonstrate
this, Appendix Section 5.8 shows robustness checks which verify that the results are broadly
consistent for other distances. Moreover, the main results of this paper are replicated for the
distance of 2 km in Online Appendix A, which was the initially chosen distance for this paper.
The results remain significant and similar in magnitude.

There is a further dimension through which treatment definition may be interpreted differ-
ently, and that is the threshold for the number of neighboring villages. The primary concern
is in identifying reasonable opportunities for communication. Using one neighbor is the most
intuitive starting point. Moreover, it is important to note that choosing the threshold incorrectly
should only work to bias the estimates downwards against finding effects. Choosing too low

15One may be concerned about the fact that weather conditions also factored into the planner’s decision making.
While weather shocks are exogenous to village characteristics, they could shift the planner’s strategy, for example
to visit villages located farther from paved roads later than planned. Since the planner can only react to these
exogenous shocks through the set of observables (e.g. distance from the village to the nearest paved road), weather
does not violate the selection on observables assumption.
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a threshold runs the risk of downward bias due to the inclusion of villages which didn’t have
opportunities to communicate in the treatment group. On the other hand, choosing too high a
threshold runs the risk of downward bias due to control villages having opportunities to com-
municate.16

According to the treatment classification of having at least one neighboring village that pre-
viously participated in the games, 74 out of 147 of villages are not-treated, while the remaining
73 are treated, resulting in a balanced 50% distribution, which will be important for the match-
ing strategy. Figure 2(a) shows the number of villages in control and treatment groups, broken
down into exactly how many past participating neighboring villages they had. Of note is that
the vast majority (88%) of villages have 2 or fewer neighbours that participated. The maximum
number of neighbours was 5, this occurred for only one village in the study. It is also of inter-
est to note the geographic dispersion of treatment and control villages. Figure 2(b) presents a
map showing every village in the study by treatment status. One can see that there are no clear
geographic differences.

Figure 2: Defining the Treatment
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(a) Frequency of observing villages in the sample with given number of past participating villages within 1.75
kilometers as neighbors. (b) Each circle represents one village.

16There is also an element of timing. For example, one could further restrict the definition of treatment to only
apply to villages that had neighboring participants in the last week or month. The relationship between information
and time is theoretically ambiguous, as more time might allow information to be disseminated across villages or
it could cause information to deteriorate. As the relationship may be non-monotonic, I remain agnostic by not
conditioning on time. In the analysis, I examine heterogeneous treatment effects by days elapsed since neighbors
participated, to empirically answer this question.
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2.4 Determinants of Visit Order

Recall that the planner did not have familiarity with the villages, although he did know their ge-
ographic locations. Location will be used only indirectly in the matching strategy.17 I therefore
focus on the following key variables available to the planner:

1. Distance to base (from village to study base location)

2. Distance to paved road

3. Village Size (Number of households in the village)

4. Number of total villages in the study located within 1.75 km (village density)

5. Sector (political region; there are 18 sectors in the district).

Note that some of these variables contain information which may be used in non-linear
ways, particularly regarding village locations. However, Table 8 in the Appendix examines
such a regression of these variables on the order of visits. It can be seen that a simple regression
with the four variables above entering linearly and sector fixed effects accounts for 93% of
the variation in visit order, with fixed effects absorbing the bulk of this variation. Thus one
can conclude that the planner proceeded more or less sector by sector, and that a simple linear
weighting of these variables is sufficient to capture nearly all of the planner’s decision making
which uses these variables.

2.5 Matching Strategy

This section summarizes the propensity score matching strategy, with further details provided
in Appendix Section 5.6. The treatment indicator for potential communication is defined as 1 if
the village had at least one neighboring village within 1.75 km which previously participated in
the public goods games, and 0 otherwise. Appendix Table 9 examines a logit regression of the
key variables available to the planner on this treatment indicator, to show which are important
for the determination of treatment. The only significant variable is the number of total neigh-
boring villages within 1.75 km, independent of date of participation, i.e. the village density.
This is not surprising, since villages with more neighbors that participated in the sample at any
point in time are mechanically more likely to have neighbours at an earlier point in time. Given
this relationship, an issue could arise if differences in contributions between treatment and con-
trol arise because of differences in village density. I address this issue in a number of ways,

17The reason for location to be used indirectly is that while ideally villages would be matched on distance from
one another, this is not directly possible in the matching strategy. Moreover, distance to the base location and to
a paved road will already convey much of this information, as will the addition of political sectors. Beyond this,
adding latitude and longitude into matching may mis-characterize similarities (e.g. villages which share the same
longitude but differ in their latitude or vice-versa). Given that the planner’s knowledge was limited to the sector
level, the analysis will give particular importance to additional ways of controlling for the sector.
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including an alternative strategy which forces exact matches by village density, summarized in
Appendix Section 5.9.

Appendix Table 10 examines balance across treated and control villages. Only one statisti-
cally significant imbalance is found for variables which the planner had available, namely the
number of total study villages located within the 1.75 km radius, echoing the earlier result.
Regarding the variables unavailable to the planner, the only statistically significant variable is
in fact the main outcome of interest of this paper, village average contributions in the public
goods game. In particular contributions are 30 RWF greater in treatment villages, i.e. villages
which had neighbors that were past participants. While contributions are significantly greater,
attitudes towards cooperation (measured before participation) in the Community Cooperation
Index are not significantly different.

Since treatment and control villages are similar on all observable characteristics related
to demographics and preferences, one might in fact interpret the difference in contributions
as the unbiased treatment effect, that is, the true impact of opportunities for communication
on cooperation. However, propensity score matching will ensure that village differences in
observables are controlled for in a more systematic way. The unconfoundedness assumption,
i.e. conditional on observables outcomes are uncorrelated with treatment, is necessary for the
validity of the matching strategy. As noted earlier, this assumption is likely satisfied in this
context: although order (and hence treatment) was not randomized, the planner only had access
to these observables. Following the algorithm of Imbens (2015), the matching variables used
to calculate the propensity score are the four variables corresponding to distance from base,
distance from paved road, number of households in village, and village density within 1.75 km.
Details about this algorithm are found in Appendix 5.6, along with Appendix Figure 6 which
presents the distribution of the propensity score by treatment status. The figure shows broad
overlap across treatment and control villages, and the analysis will further restrict matching to
occur in regions with common support.

2.6 Average Treatment Effect

I focus on two main specifications for computing average treatment effects (ATEs). Both in-
clude in the calculation of the propensity score the four key variables that the planner had
available. The first specification does not utilize the 18 political sectors in the propensity score,
in order to not dramatically increase the dimensionality. To account for the possibility that
matching on sectors is important, the second specification forces exact matching on these polit-
ical sectors. That is, in addition to villages being similar across treatment and control according
to available variables to the planner, I also require that these villages be located in the same
political sector. Given that the planner’s knowledge was at the sector level, exact matching will
control for any private information the planner could have about these sectors.

Table 2 presents these two main empirical specifications. The first column presents standard
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matching estimates using two neighbors, with replacement.18 The second column presents exact
matching on political sectors, again with matching on two neighbors. The average treatment
effect ranges from 27.9 to 36.1 RWF, each significant at the 1% level. These results are quite
similar in magnitude, despite the specification differences, and correspond to a 11-14% increase
in contributions over the entire sample. Each approach has its advantages. Online Appendix D
examines the balance of covariates after matching. Covariates are balanced quite evenly across
treatment and control after matching, with balance being only marginally affected by forcing
exact matching on sectors. However, this comes at a cost of observations, as some sectors have
few villages in either treatment or control groups. Regardless, it is reassuring that both estimates
are similar in magnitude.

Appendix Section 5.8 examines these specifications for alternative treatment definitions that
involve different distances. There, Figures 7 and 8 present graphically ATE estimates for dis-
tances between 1 km and 3 km. The results are broadly consistent, with a slight pattern of
shorter distances being associated with larger treatment effects, though there also arise issues
of statistical power, due to few treatment villages when distances are shorter, and few control
villages when distances are longer. As noted, 1.75 km corresponds to the distance where treat-
ment and control groups are most balanced. Bearing in mind the caveat on power, after 2.5 km
there do not appear to be any significant effects of spillovers.

One final concern could arise if the treatment effects are picking up positive effects of expe-
rience of the enumerators on contribution rates. Although it is not clear that experience would
lead to greater (and not lower) amounts of contributions, I examine how contributions evolve
over time, comparing the treatment and control groups. This is presented in Online Appendix
M, showing that there is no significant increase in contributions in the treatment group.

Table 2: ATE of Presence of Past Participating Neighbors Within 1.75 km

(1) (2)
Standard Matching Exact Matching

Contribution 27.927∗∗∗ 36.052∗∗∗

(9.948) (10.926)

Observations 118 102
Analysis uses nearest neighbor propensity score matching, with 2 neighbors, with replacement. Significantly
different from zero at * 0.1; ** 0.05; *** 0.01. Abadie-Imbens Robust Standard Errors in parentheses. Values of
propensity score outside common support range are dropped. Exact matching excludes sectors with only 0 or 1
village in either treatment or control groups.

18Alternative estimates for 1 or 3 neighbors are found in Appendix Table 11, with similar results.
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2.7 OLS

It is also useful to examine an OLS specification, particularly as the matching strategy sub-
stantially reduces the number of observations. Note that the validity of the unconfoundedness
assumption that underlies the matching strategy is also required for unbiased OLS estimation.19

Table 3 presents a simple OLS specification of the impact of having neighboring villages within
1.75 km who previously participated, on contributions. It is possible to see that the impact
is positive and significant, consistent with the matching estimates. The coefficient is approxi-
mately 28 RWF, an 11% increase from average contributions. Of note is that the estimate varies
only slightly when additional controls are added, including sector fixed effects. This is consis-
tent with evidence from Table 10 which demonstrated that the treatment was not significantly
correlated with most observables. Beyond this, it is reassuring that the only variable signif-
icantly associated with treatment, the number of neighboring villages within 1.75 km, is not
significant in the regression.20 Notably, the results obtained are quantitatively similar to those
obtained using matching.

In addition to these results, Online Appendix F considers alternative dependent variables
which capture opportunities for communication with past participants. These variables are (i)
the order a village was visited within its political sector; (ii) the number of villages in the
sector which previously participated; and (iii) the distance of the closest previous participating
village. All three are found to statistically significantly affect contributions, in line with the
results found here. Additionally, Online Appendix G considers placebo style regressions for the
number of total villages within the sector, as well as the density: number of villages within 1.75
km. Regarding this density, additional tests are made restricting the sample only to the control
group. Reassuringly, in all cases, no statistically significant associations are found.

19Beyond the matching strategy, OLS requires a further assumption of linearity of the conditional expectations
of outcomes, conditional on the covariates (Imbens and Wooldridge, 2009).

20The relationship between village density and treatment is reminiscent of the methodology of papers such as
Oster and Thornton (2012) and Kremer and Miguel (2007), which requires that conditional on village density,
treatment is random. Here however, a concern arises due to the non-linear relationship between village density
and treatment, which could bias the OLS estimate. To exclude this concern, in Online Appendix F.2 I run a further
OLS specification which replaces village density with the conditional probability of treatment given each density
value from 0 to 5. The specification shows similar results. I thank an anonymous referee for bringing this concern
and its solution to my attention.
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Table 3: Effect of Presence of Past Participating Neighbors Within 1.75 km

(1) (2) (3)
Treatment Status 30.247∗∗∗ 28.375∗∗∗ 27.736∗∗

(10.517) (10.214) (11.623)
Distance to base (km) −0.072 −1.001

(0.830) (3.182)
Distance to paved road (km) 4.354∗∗ 0.973

(1.705) (4.435)
Village Size (# HHs) 0.010 0.090

(0.112) (0.138)
# Villages ≤ 1.75 km 0.243 2.665

(4.711) (5.612)
Years of Education 2.312 −0.027

(4.905) (6.347)
Female 97.033∗∗∗ 86.295∗∗

(37.274) (43.021)
Controls X X
Sector Fixed Effects X

R2 0.05 0.20 0.30
Observations 147 147 147

Analysis uses OLS regression. Dependent variable is contributions. Significantly different from 0 at * 0.1; ** 0.05;
*** 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Controls includes all remaining variables found in Table 1.

2.7.1 Time and the Window of Communication

Of particular interest is the relationship between time elapsed since neighboring villages’ partic-
ipation and the contributions of treatment villages. Importantly, this relationship is ambiguous:
more time between visits could allow information to reach more individuals, or it could lead the
information to decay due to lost interest or lower salience. The median of the average number
of days elapsed since a treatment village’s neighbors participated is 5 days, with a minimum of
1 and a maximum of 61. To explore this, I divide the treatment villages into three terciles: short
(< 3 days), medium (3-7 days), and long (> 7 days). Table 4 presents the analog of the main
OLS regression in Table 3, separating the treatment villages into these three groups. From Table
4, the strongest effects appear to be driven by the intermediate timing, of 3 to 7 days, showing
a large effect that increases contributions by 18%. Effects are also visible for shorter durations,
but these are not always statistically significant. Finally, for villages which had neighbors that
participated one week or more earlier, there is little evidence for strong effects, though the coef-
ficient remains positive. While these results are suggestive that communication spillovers will
have the largest impacts for intermediate dates (here 3-7 days), one must take into account the
data limitations from such ex-post divisions of the treatment group.21

21Indeed, Online Appendix A examines this table for the alternative distance of 2 km, showing that in this
alternative specification both short and intermediate durations lead to significant large effects.
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Table 4: Effect of Presence of Past Participating Neighbors Within 1.75 km (By time elapsed)

(1) (2) (3)
Treatment Status (short) 22.493∗ 22.613∗ 21.780

(13.088) (13.488) (14.705)
Treatment Status (medium) 49.005∗∗∗ 45.648∗∗∗ 46.757∗∗

(17.892) (16.384) (18.870)
Treatment Status (long) 17.656 14.092 14.065

(15.550) (15.823) (20.177)
Distance to base (km) −0.202 −0.695

(0.859) (3.102)
Distance to paved road (km) 3.960∗∗ 0.793

(1.652) (4.202)
Village Size (# HHs) −0.000 0.093

(0.114) (0.141)
# Villages ≤ 1.75 km −0.070 3.069

(4.642) (5.364)
Years of Education 2.621 −0.162

(4.787) (6.364)
Female 100.870∗∗∗ 86.224∗∗

(37.743) (42.528)
Controls X X
Sector Fixed Effects X

R2 0.08 0.22 0.31
Observations 147 147 147

Analysis uses OLS regression. Dependent variable is contributions. Significantly different from 0 at * 0.1; **
0.05; *** 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Controls includes all remaining variables found in Table 1.
Short: average date of neighbors’ participation was < 3 days, medium: 3− 7 days, and long: > 7 days.

2.8 Communication Spillovers Across Treatment Versions

Of interest is whether communication spillovers remain a concern when one runs lab-in-the-
field experiments with different treatment versions. It is plausible in this case that the effect
of spillovers will be to bias all treatments equally, and hence netting out to produce unbiased
treatment effects. To investigate this, I use the second round of the public goods games, which
randomized versions: either the (over-represented) baseline game was repeated (52% of vil-
lages), or one of three alternate versions involving opportunities to reward, punish, or a game
which involved aggregate risk. I pool these three alternative versions together.

Figure 3 presents a summary of average contributions in the second round depending on
whether the version was the baseline repeated or was one of the alternate versions, by treat-
ment status (presence of past participating neighbors). Villages which had no past participating
neighbors (control), show significant increases in contributions between baseline and alternate
versions. Those with past participating neighbors (Treatment), show elevated contributions in
both baseline and alternate versions, though critically, there is no significant difference across
these versions. These patterns suggest that communication spillovers can lead to differential
impacts across treatment versions, and hence bias these treatment effects. In the present case,
not accounting for spillovers would lead one to erroneously estimate a downward biased im-
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pact of the alternative versions. Online Appendix H presents analogous OLS specifications that
show consistent results with all controls included, as well as analysis of the three alternative
versions separately.

Figure 3: Contributions in Second Round by Treatment Status and Game Version
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Average contribution in the second round across different villages. Baseline refers to the baseline game repeated.
Alt. Version refers to one of three alternate versions involving either: (1) rewards, (2) penalties, or (3) aggregate
risk (see Online Appendix H for details). 95% confidence intervals shown, N = 147.

2.9 Counterfactual Planner

In this section I discuss additional robustness exercises, which will make use of hypothetical
logistical paths for the planner. First, to get a statistical sense of how unlikely it would be to
observe the results of this paper, I generate two categories of hypothetical paths for the planner,
perform the same analysis on them, and compare the resulting estimates with the main estimates
of this paper. The first category involves simulating 10,000 counterfactual paths, defining the
analogous treatment, and then examining how often an estimate is observed that exceeds the
estimates of this paper. Because villages were visited largely sector by sector, I require that the
sector order be preserved, but that within sectors, villages are randomly re-ordered. I find that
the main estimates in the paper exceed between 98.1% and 99.9% of these derived estimates,
for OLS and standard matching, respectively. Figures 10 and 11 in Appendix Section 5.10
present plots of the respective simulated estimates along with further details. This exercise thus
holds constant the sector ordering the planner chose, but provides a measure of how “lucky” he
would have needed to be, to by chance, order villages in such a way which generated the large
treatment effects observed. These results suggest that it is highly unlikely that the observed
effects are due to chance.
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Second, I consider a number of “worst case scenarios”. I imagine a scenario where the lo-
gistical planner chooses the ordering in an extreme way – by simply ordering villages according
to values of the available variables. For example, one scenario involves the planner choosing
villages in order from the nearest to the study base to farthest. I do this for all variables (except
one) available to the planner, ranking variables from either low to high and vice-versa (random-
izing the order with ties).22 The results of this exercise are shown in Table 5. As one can see,
even in these extreme scenarios, the treatment effects are never significant and vary widely and
inconsistently across the matching and OLS specifications.

As a final robustness exercise, whose details are found in Online Appendix I, I use a subset of
hypothetical paths to generate a set of instrumental variables for the treatment. I then instrument
the observed treatment variable using these deterministically generated instruments, in a two-
stage least squares (2SLS) analysis. I find that the 2SLS estimates are positive and significant,
and although slightly larger, they are consistent with the matching and OLS estimates.

Table 5: Counterfactual Tests

(1) (2) (3)
Matching Exact Matching OLS

Distance to base (km) −14.595 10.899 −19.994
(19.690) (19.412) (15.313)

Reverse order −0.614 −8.614 −13.318
(16.136) (20.579) (15.438)

Distance to paved road (km) −6.053 −12.218 −7.393
(12.278) (17.252) (12.774)

Reverse order −19.049 18.010 −11.854
(15.451) (16.379) (14.043)

Village Size (# HHs) −7.927 −6.754 −16.916
(19.372) (16.794) (14.227)

Reverse order −15.956 −9.320 −5.416
(15.999) (15.208) (14.303)

Average Effect of Presence of Past Participating Neighbors, for counterfactual orders of village visits. Dependent
variable is contributions. Order of visit is simulated for low to high values for odd rows, and the reverse (high to
low values) for even rows. Analysis uses OLS regression and matching, following the empirical strategy in the
main paper. Significantly different from 0 at * 0.1; ** 0.05; *** 0.01. Abadie-Imbens or standard robust standard
errors in parentheses respectively. Observations vary.

3 Mechanisms

The previous analysis established that contributions are significantly higher in villages with
neighbors that previously participated in the games. The next step is to more closely examine

22The density of villages within 1.75 km is omitted from this analysis because of insufficient variation. In
particular, ties between villages need to be broken randomly which results in variation in these estimates tied to
this randomness.
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the potential mechanisms underlying this result. Evidently, individuals who were yet to par-
ticipate must have communicated with previous participants. But what was the content of this
communication, and how did it result in greater cooperation? Unfortunately, I do not observe
communication, and hence must rely on indirect inference to distinguish potential mechanisms.
As such, this section can be viewed as more exploratory in nature. Having said this, it is still
possible to narrow down the most plausible mechanisms from a broader set of four possibilities,
keeping with the recent literature.

The first two possible mechanisms maintain the paradigm of self-interested behavior. The
first is a potential failure of the full information assumption if participants do not understand
the game. The second is that the theoretical game may differ from the actual game, as individ-
uals may sanction outside of the scope of the game. The final two abandon the self-interested
narrative. Specifically, the third is that playing the game may have altered cooperative norms,
which were then passed on to future participants. Finally, the fourth and I argue most plausible,
is that communication positively shifted players’ beliefs about expected contributions, which
led to higher contributions. I now address these four explanations in detail.

If individuals do not completely understand the public goods game, this could lead to off
path equilibrium behavior, i.e. contributing positive amounts. If pre-game communication
improved individuals’ understanding of the game, this should lead to decreasing, rather than
increasing contributions. A possible explanation is that communication actually decreased un-
derstanding, leading to more confusion, and greater contributions. This does not appear likely
in this setting, as contributions in the second round of the game are statistically significantly (at
10%) lower, suggesting that learning leads to lower rather than higher contributions.23

Next, the second potential mechanism is that there may be components of play that are not
incorporated into the theory. A relevant example is social sanctions. If community members
can punish one another outside of the framework of the game, it may be possible to sustain
other equilibria. Collusion may lead to higher contributions, sustained by the threat of costly
sanctions for deviators. Learning about the game in advance may have provided individuals
with more time to devise a collusive strategy, which could explain the relationship between
communication and increased contributions.

The simplest argument against collusive behavior is that there is no clear way to enforce
such collusion, given that its enforcement, e.g. through social sanctions, would required knowl-
edge of individual contribution decisions which were private during the game.24 Some patterns

23Average contributions in the second round were 247.93. At first glance it appears contradictory that communi-
cation can increase contributions, but individual learning can decrease them. Yet declining contributions over time
are a robust empirical feature of public goods games (Ledyard, 1995). Additionally, Chaudhuri et al. (2006) find
no significant correlation between one’s own final contribution and one’s advised contribution to others in two of
three treatments. They also find that advised contributions are always greater than actual final contributions.

24The fact that money earned from the game was joined with existing money means that decisions could not be
revealed from forcing one to reveal their earnings. Further, while I do not observe post-game interactions between
players, qualitative feedback from piloting suggested that individuals were not willing to reveal their decisions
after the games. One could make the argument that despite private decisions, individuals can make inferences
based on the outcomes and priors about the cooperativeness of other participants. In this sense reputation and/or
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suggest that collusion may have been unlikely. The first is that contributions were significantly
lower in the second round, suggestive that individuals were not unduly afraid of potential sanc-
tions. The second reason is that enforcement of collusion should be more effective among strong
ties. However, Appendix Table 14 shows that there is no substantive difference in the effects
of communication regarding groups with greater or fewer numbers of strong ties. Despite this
evidence, to completely rule out collusion would require more detailed evidence on the type
of communication which occurred. Since I do not observe communication directly, collusion
cannot be completely excluded as a potential explanation.

The third potential mechanism following Cardenas and Carpenter (2005) and Bernal et al.
(2016), is that participating in the games may have positively altered community norms around
cooperation. In the current context, this appears unlikely since past participants would need to
convey these norms to future participants in other villages. This possibility can also be exam-
ined using the data, since participants were asked whether people in general are cooperative
about issues that affect the community. Online Appendix J investigates whether communica-
tion altered attitudes about cooperativeness in the community, and finds precisely estimated null
effects. Hence it seems unlikely that cooperative norms were altered.

Finally, the fourth potential mechanism is that communication altered participants beliefs,
and subsequently their contributions.25 I focus on two phenomenon which have been shown
to positively affect contributions in lab studies: advice and pre-play communication. Regard-
ing the former, Chaudhuri et al. (2006) demonstrated in public goods experiments that when
past participants gave public advice to future participants, this advice led to significantly higher
contributions.26 Regarding pre-play communication, Isaac and Walker (1988a) documented a
significant role of such communication in increasing contribution rates in public goods games.
Critically, conditional cooperation plays an important role for both phenomena. Chaudhuri et al.
(2006) showed explicitly that conditional cooperators (CCs) were the driving force behind the
increased contributions in their advice treatments: CCs presented with public advice upwardly
adjusted their beliefs about average contributions, and thus increased their own contributions.
Regarding pre-play communication, absent social sanctioning such communication is cheap
talk: any promises or announcements are non-binding. Yet lab evidence has found that indi-
viduals are often nonetheless honest in such settings, and that cheap talk can therefore increase
cooperation when benefits are sufficiently high (Arechar et al., 2017). Unlike free-riders or
those who cooperate unconditionally, only CCs would be responsive to such communication.

fear of reprisal could still operate indirectly. I thank an anonymous referee for making this point.
25Altered beliefs about cooperation in this specific public goods game need not have altered cooperative norms

more generally (the third mechanism). Indeed, it would be surprising if simply the act of thinking about playing an
unfamiliar game in the future (which used neutral language), caused significant changes in how cooperative people
believed their community was.

26Note that there are differences between their controlled setting and this field experiment. First, their subjects
are incentivized to provide advice, as they receive a portion of the future subjects’ earnings. Second, in the common
knowledge treatment where they find the largest effects, advice is read out loud in front of all participants.
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3.1 The Role of Conditional Cooperators

Not surprisingly, I am unable to distinguish whether communication involved giving advice,
other pre-play communication such as making promises, or even communication which took on
a collusive tone. Nor is it reasonable to assume that every instance of communication followed
the same structure. What I do in this section, is to examine whether there is evidence consistent
with communication altering participants’ beliefs about cooperation. To do so I first identify
which subjects are most likely to be CCs, and next examine whether villages with more CCs
are more likely to increase their contributions as a result of having neighbors who previously
participated. It is important to emphasize the exploratory nature of this exercise for two key
reasons. The first reason is that classification of CCs must necessarily be done ex-post, given
that the strategy method was not utilized (Selten, 1967). The second reason is that the proportion
of CCs in each village could itself be affected by communication, rendering it a “bad control”
using the language of Angrist and Pischke (2008).

Taking into account these qualifications, I examine contributions in the second round of the
public goods games, pooling the four different versions.27 An individual is coded as being a CC
if they contribute in the second round the nearest allowable amount to the modal contribution
in the first round. If they contribute any other amount, I code them as not being a CC. Be-
cause the purses were emptied one by one and counted in front of all participants, the complete
distribution of contributions was public knowledge. This procedure makes the mode particu-
larly salient, though it will also be important to compare results when alternative definitions
of CC using the median or mean are used. Aggregating this variable to the village level, the
average proportion of CCs is 0.34, ranging all the way from 0 to 1 in the sample of villages.
As noted, it is important to examine whether this proportion does not vary across the treatment
and control villages. This difference is not statistically significant at conventional levels, al-
though a relatively low p-value (Ranksum p-value 0.1424) reinforces the exploratory nature of
this analysis.28

Bearing in mind the caveats of this exercise, to examine the effects of the proportion of
CCs on first round contributions, I examine interaction effects with the treatment using OLS
regressions, which drawing on the earlier discussion are likely credible in this context.29 As

27Recall that one of the four variations was the baseline game repeated, repeated for 52% of all villages, while
the others involved rewards, penalties, or aggregate risk. Online Appendix K shows that the results are consistent
selecting only the villages which repeated the baseline game.

28I thank two anonymous referees for flagging this potential concern. Given this p-value, I cannot completely
rule out the possibility that treatment itself led to more conditionally cooperative behavior. Typical discussion
of CCs refers to them as fixed behavioral types. Yet, one could imagine that different types of communication
could impact one’s willingness to alter their strategy towards a more conditionally cooperative one (Chaudhuri
et al., 2006). Regarding what conditional cooperators actually condition on, Hartig et al. (2015) find significant
heterogeneity, but that subjects react positively to information on individual contributions, particularly when these
contributions are greater and when there is less variation. This also hints at an important role for the mode of the
distribution. Chaudhuri (2011) notes that experimental studies have found between 35% and 81% of subjects are
CCs, but differences in classification procedures make it difficult to compare.

29A matching analysis is conducted in Online Appendix L, however with sample sizes ranging from 20-60, there
is not sufficient power to draw sharp conclusions, though the pattern of results is consistent.
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one can see from Table 6, the effect of the treatment disappears, while the interaction is large
and positively significant. The average effect given that villages have on average 34% CCs is
approximately 25 RWF. Additionally, CCs contribute significantly greater amounts in general,
approximately 99 RWF, or 39% more than their non-CC counterparts. This is intuitive, as
typically after CCs, the largest proportion of classifiable subjects are free-riders (Chaudhuri,
2011). Appendix Table 13 examines different definitions for CCs involving medians or means,
where similar effects are found for medians, while for the mean the magnitude is similar but the
coefficient on the interaction is not significant.

The significant interaction effect lends some support to the hypothesis that pre-game com-
munication positively altered beliefs, with CCs driving the resulting positive increase in contri-
bution rates among villages with past participating neighbors. It bears reminding that this effect
is equally consistent with advice, cheap talk, or some combination of the two being the catalyst
for altered beliefs. An alternative specification involves splitting the villages by median values
of the proportion of CCs. As heterogeneity on other dimensions is also of interest, Appendix
Section 5.12 presents this specification for the proportion of CCs, but additionally for age, edu-
cation, number of strong ties, and trust. However significant differences are only found for the
specification for CCs.

Finally, one may wonder whether the specific outcome of previous neighboring games mat-
ters for future participants. In theory the net impact of poor outcomes on beliefs is ambiguous.
On one hand, poor outcomes may lead to pessimistic communication, lowering beliefs about
overall cooperativeness. On the other hand, poor outcomes could motivate providing even more
positive or urgent advice to future participants to not make the same mistake, which could in-
crease expectations of cooperation among recipients of advice. I can examine this question
looking at the 73 treated villages with past participating neighbors, comparing contributions
based on whether the nearest past participating neighboring village contributed above or below
the median. Bearing in mind the exploratory nature of this exercise, the level of contributions
is nearly identical: 270 and 269 RWF, respectively, with similar results (available on request)
found using OLS with all controls. Similarly non-significant results obtain if one examines in-
teractions with the proportion of CCs. Hence there is no evidence that the precise outcome of
past games played a role in altering cooperation.
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Table 6: The Role of Conditional Cooperators (CCs)

(1) (2) (3)
Treatment Status −2.483 −2.303 −8.588

(11.823) (11.420) (14.273)
Conditional Cooperator (CC) 114.607∗∗∗ 100.614∗∗∗ 99.142∗∗∗

(28.337) (27.156) (25.335)
CC × Treatment 62.649∗∗ 67.700∗∗ 74.004∗∗

(31.723) (30.203) (31.592)
Distance to base (km) −0.315 −3.512

(0.644) (2.515)
Distance to paved road (km) 1.788 0.737

(1.266) (3.735)
Village Size (# HHs) −0.036 0.052

(0.098) (0.107)
# Villages ≤ 1.75 km −2.317 0.804

(3.184) (3.929)
Years of Education 0.474 −1.035

(4.143) (4.690)
Female 51.919∗ 26.723

(28.845) (32.862)
Controls X X
Sector Fixed Effects X

R2 0.45 0.51 0.59
Observations 147 147 147

Analysis uses OLS regression. Dependent variable is contributions. Significantly different from 0 at * 0.1; ** 0.05;
*** 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Controls includes all remaining variables found in Table 1. CC
refers to the proportion of individuals classified as conditional cooperators within each village.

4 Discussion

Lab-in-the-field experiments have become increasingly important for research in economics
and political science, as a means to study behavioral preferences and how they relate to broader
economic outcomes. Yet field contexts may generate opportunities for communication between
past and future participants, violating necessary conditions for unbiased identification of prefer-
ences. This can be especially problematic when opportunities for communication are correlated
with other characteristics of individuals or the environment, which themselves are related to
outcomes under study. The results in this paper show strong evidence that communication took
place and changed behavior for public goods games in Rwanda.

How has the existing literature dealt with these concerns? Although not an exhaustive
search, Appendix Section 5.2 provides details of 17 recent articles found in leading journals
which involve lab-in-the-field studies, including 7 from the Journal of Development Economics.
First, two in three articles make no mention of spillovers, nor appear to address them in their ex-
perimental protocols. Most concerning, a reader could be worried about potential spillovers for
approximately half of them. To investigate more, I contacted all authors, a majority of which
provided further information not available in the paper or supplementary material. Yet, after
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accounting for this, it remains that a reader could still harbor some concerns about inter-session
communication spillovers for over one in four of these studies.

How should lab-in-the-field experiments be conducted to minimize the effects of unintended
communication on outcomes, and what can be learned from potentially vulnerable studies? The
first solution is to attempt to identify whether communication is likely to be an issue in a given
study. Two contexts appear particularly problematic. The first and most common, is that re-
searchers conducted lab-in-the-field games repeatedly in the same location. The second is that
researchers conducted them in rural communities which were located near other participating
communities, as was the case for this paper. Underlying the likelihood of communication, are
what I refer to as plausible connections among participants. Examples of such connections
include participants who are members of the same farmers cooperative (Casaburi and Macchi-
avello, 2018), or simply neighboring households within or between villages. Clearly not all con-
texts will have plausibly connected participants: Enos and Gidron (2018) randomly approached
their subjects across cities in Israel, while Jakiela and Ozier (2015) ensured participating com-
munities were 5 km apart.

Appendix Section 5.3 describes plausible connections in further detail, as well as a range
of solutions that can be adopted to prevent spillovers. The best solutions will ensure that
such connections among participants are unlikely. Three strategies should become common
practice. First, whenever possible, a strategy of minimum distance requirements (e.g. 5 km)
should be pursued. Yet often, it is not possible to avoid conducting sessions in the same lo-
cation/geographic area (or with a population with pre-existing connections). In this case, best
practices would suggest a second strategy of running simultaneous parallel sessions to the ex-
tent possible. It may be infeasible to conduct all sessions at the same time: following a third
strategy, one can restrict contact between sequential sessions by requiring participants to queue
in a controlled waiting room, and only enter the session after the previous participants have
left (D’Exelle and Verschoor, 2015).30 I refer to these three strategies as no-contact protocols,
noting that they are not mutually exclusive.

Returning to the 17 studies reviewed, many involve smaller clusters of connected partici-
pants. In these cases, best practices would be to (ex-ante) identify and partition participants
into precisely those sub-groups which are plausibly connected (e.g. by neighborhood, school
district, proximity to other villages), followed by implementing the no-contact protocols out-
lined above. For example, Czura (2015) conducted lab-in-the-field games with participants at a
single location, a central MFI office – but participants coming from the same borrowing centers
were typically transported in groups which then participated in the same sessions. At the same
time, it is also clear that in some cases it is simply not possible to implement these no-contact
protocols with a given population. In this case, there is not an obvious set of best practices to

30While this works for two sequential sessions, one could imagine other strategies to keep past participants
occupied with another task or to have a second waiting room for a third group of participants. This part of the
protocol of D’Exelle and Verschoor (2015) was detailed in private correspondence.
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follow. The protocol of Kosfeld and Rustagi (2015) presents a potential solution which may
minimize spillovers: for connected participants, ensure that sequential sessions are conducted
as rapidly as possible; ideally within the same day.31 However, these solutions may not com-
pletely exclude spillovers: as such, one should randomize and record session order within each
sub-group to perform ex-post tests for spillovers.

Above all, authors should create, commit to, and report no-contact protocols. A trans-
parent way of ensuring this is to include such protocols in pre-analysis plans when pre-registering
research projects, for example using the AEA RCT or Open Science Foundation registries. Only
a minority of the reviewed studies included details about such protocols, and while most had
some (often informal) strategies designed to minimize communication spillovers, rarely did it
appear that they were applied systematically, and never does it appear that any ex-post tests of
spillovers were conducted. These simple changes to how researchers approach lab-in-the-field
experiments can make a large difference, both in eliminating the potential of such spillovers to
bias results, but also for increasing transparency. This will discipline existing work, and help to
establish stronger reporting norms, which will strengthen future work. The results of this paper
have shown the potential consequences: theoretically unanticipated communication can sub-
stantially bias behavioral estimates. In the present case, communication had positive impacts
on cooperation, yet generalizability may depend on numerous factors such as the nature of the
game, and local norms. As proof of this, the editor handling this paper has reported finding a
negative and significant decline over time in contributions across public goods games held in
the same location within groups of borrowers in a microcredit program. Thus, while the current
paper illuminates some of the mechanisms at work, there remains much to understand about
the black box of communication spillovers. For now, researchers should take greater care in
designing and reporting protocols to avoid them, with the hope that future research will bring
more insight towards developing evidence-based mitigation strategies.

31The preliminary results contained in this paper suggest that an alternative could be waiting at least 7 days
between sessions with connected participants. Critically, there is no solid empirical evidence on the efficacy of
either strategy.
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5 Appendix

5.1 Threats of Communication Spillovers by Experiment Type

Threat Description Lab
Exp.

Lab-in-
the-field
Exp.∗

Framed
Field
Exp.†

Salience
More salient/noteworthy activi-
ties are likely to be more dis-
cussed.

− + +

Short Distances
Between Ses-
sions

A fixed location or shorter dis-
tances provide more opportuni-
ties for communication.

+ +/− +/−

Small Population
A smaller general population in-
creases the likelihood of commu-
nication.

+/− +/− +/−

Greater Popula-
tion Connections

A more connected population in-
creases the likelihood of commu-
nication.

+/− +/− +

Stakes
Higher stakes are likely to in-
crease the salience of the activity,
leading to more communication.

− + +

Number of threats beyond Lab Exp.: 0 +1-2 +2-3

Table 7: Table presents a list of potential threats which could be expected to increase inter-session communica-
tion spillovers in different categories of experiments. ∗Lab-in-the-field experiments are sometimes referred to as
artefactual experiments (Viceisza, 2016). †Framed field experiments are described in Harrison and List (2004), as
identical to artefactual field experiments but with field context in either the commodity, task, or information set that
the subjects use. They often involve particular subject populations, who may be more likely to know each other,
see for example Giné et al. (2010). This table does not include broader types of field experiments (e.g. natural
field experiments), which don’t have straightforward definitions of “sessions”. Yet broader field experiments can
also have spillovers from participation, in the sense that individuals exposed to some treatment may communicate
their experience, advice, or interpretation of that treatment, which could alter even other treated individuals. For
one example of this, see Dupas (2014) who finds that purchase of bed nets is higher among those treated with a
subsidy when they were located near others who had been treated.

5.2 Discussion of previous lab-in-the-field studies

The introduction of this paper referenced 10 studies in leading economics and political science
journals published between 2015-2018 which involved lab-in-the-field experiments, as well as
7 studies that were identified in the top field journal Journal of Development Economics from
2010-2019 using google scholar keyword searches (for “lab-in-the-field” and “artefactual”).32

One note is that the majority of these studies examine aggregate population behavior, or relate
lab-in-the-field behavior to real-world outcomes. A minority of studies examine within-game
treatments, which may still be susceptible to bias from communication spillovers, as noted in

32Studies which involved lab-in-the-field experiments focusing only on individual decision making were ex-
cluded, as one would expect that communication spillovers should be less of a concern (although this is an empir-
ical question).
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Section 2.8. Several of these studies also include some component which involves a comparison
of behavior with real-world outcomes.

Regarding the first ten studies, six do not mention possible spillovers, while for between
three and four of the ten one could potentially be concerned about spillovers. Specifically,
as part of a field experiment, Casaburi and Macchiavello (2018) conduct lab-in-the-field ex-
periments with farmers from a cooperative with 2,000 members and local traders, but do not
mention the effect of timing or location of the experiments.33 Gneezy et al. (2016) conduct
lab-in-the-field games in Brazil, showing the general area and the general time-frame, but do
not show specific details about timing or session locations. Kosfeld and Rustagi (2015) conduct
their games with 56 different forest user groups, in five villages in Ethiopia. Appendices pro-
vide detailed information about strategies to try and mitigate communication spillovers, due to
some forest groups being geographically close.34 Bauer et al. (2018) conduct their experiments
in 33 villages in Uganda, and while they paid careful attention spillovers across games within
villages, they do not mention spillovers across villages (from their map it appears some of their
villages are located within 2 km of another sampled village).35 Somville and Vandewalle (2018)
conduct their lab-in-the-field games in 18 villages in India, and do not mention spillovers, al-
though distance suggests they may not have been a concern.36 Chandrasekhar et al. (2018)
note that their villages are located far apart, which would preclude spillovers. Enos and Gidron
(2018) conduct their experiment with randomly approached participants in cities in Israel, while
not mentioning spillovers, their approach likely precludes such spillovers. Avdeenko and Gilli-
gan (2015) mention geographical isolation to rule out spillovers. D’Exelle and Verschoor (2015)
explicitly mention strategies to reduce spillovers in Uganda: namely conducting all experiments
in the same sub-county on the same day.37 Jakiela and Ozier (2015) ensure communities are 5
km apart, to avoid spillovers.

Regarding the seven studies identified in the Journal of Development Economics, they were
published between 2012 and 2019. Between four and five raise some concerns that spillovers
could have affected the results, and do not provide details, in published materials, of whether any
precautions were taken to mitigate these threats. Baland et al. (2019) designed and conducted
a lab-in-the-field game in eight neighborhoods of Cotonou-Calavi in Benin, between May and
June 2018. They conducted 40 sessions (for an average of 5 sessions per neighborhood) in
the same community center for each neighborhood, indicating a possible risk of spillovers. In-

33In private correspondence the authors noted the (non-survey) lab-in-the-field experiments were conducted at
the same location; in one case farmers participated at sparse intervals, in the other participation was jointly in a
given day.

34Namely, for neighboring groups the authors conducted all sessions without breaks until all groups had partic-
ipated, to minimize potential interactions between past and future participants.

35In private correspondence the authors noted they were concerned about spillovers, and made efforts to schedule
neighboring villages on sequential days.

36Distance is not referenced in the paper, however in private correspondence the authors noted that the shortest
distance between two villages was 3.5 km.

37In private correspondence the authors noted they took additional safeguards to ensure no contact between
morning and afternoon participants.
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formation about session timing does not appear to be explicitly mentioned. Binzel and Fehr
(2013) conducted trust and dictator games with residents of an informal housing area of Cairo,
in five experimental sessions. The sessions were located in the same cultural theatre and took
place over time frame of one-week, indicating some likelihood of communication spillovers.
The density and recruitment procedures may have worked to limit the effect of spillovers; the
authors note in online supplementary material that participants knew on average 8% of other
participants in their sessions.38 Boltz et al. (2019) conduct lab-in-the-field experiments in seven
communities in a department of Dakar, in May-June 2014. Experiments within the same com-
munity occurred in the same location, increasing the risk for spillovers, but were conducted
within the same day, which likely lowered this risk. Due to the population density in the region,
spillovers across communities would likely not be a concern. While spillovers are not explicitly
mentioned, the design includes elements which indicate the authors took them into account.

Cárdenas et al. (2013) conduct lab-in-the-field experiments across six Latin American cities.
They conducted approximately 25 sessions in each city. Location and timing details for each
specific city are not available, which makes it difficult to evaluate the risk.39 Ligon and Schechter
(2012) conducted lab-in-the-field games in fifteen villages in rural Paraguay, at a central loca-
tion within each village. No mention is made of distance or timing across villages, although
given the randomized selection procedure, one would assume they were sufficiently distant from
one-another.40 Czura (2015) conducted lab-in-the-field games with clients of a microlending in-
stitution in Bihar, India. Six sessions occurred in the same location, indicating some potential
risk for communication spillovers. Information of timing does not appear to be explicitly men-
tioned.41 Hill et al. (2012) examine dictator and trust games in eight communities in rural
Peru, where some communities participated in more than one session, indicating some risk for
spillovers. Distances appear to be moderate to large across communities. Precise information
about timing does not appear to be available.42

5.3 Plausible Connections and Spillovers

In identifying whether communication spillovers have the potential to impact a given study,
it is useful to consider plausible connections among participants. These connections may be
common to all participants, but more likely, they may exist for smaller subgroups of participants.

38In private correspondence the authors noted they took additional steps to reduce the possibility of spillovers,
including conducting the workshops within a short time frame, recruiting from disparate areas, and requesting
participants not to discuss the workshop with others.

39Recruitment procedures did ensure that participants in the same session did not know each other.
40In private correspondence the authors confirmed this, sharing their distance data, showing that the average

distance to the closest village was approximately 31 km, with the shortest distance being approximately 7 km.
41In private correspondence with the author, she provided the timing details that sessions were conducted in

three consecutive days, with participants on different days coming from different borrowing centers, to limit the
risk of spillovers.

42In private correspondence the authors noted that mechanics of recruitment were such that participants were
typically contacted on the same day of participation, which may have reduced the potential for communication
spillovers.
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Some examples of plausible connections:

• Colleagues at work/school (Parents: children are classmates).

• Members of common assocation/cooperative/institution/community group.

• Urban/semi-urban neighbors: Living on same street (high density), living in same neigh-
borhood (low density)

• Rural neighbors: Living within 5 km of one another.43

• Other context specific connections.

How to proceed to minimize inter-session communication spillovers:

Are there likely to be some members of the population of interest of the study who are
plausibly connected?

If no, it is likely sufficient to record why this is the case, and ensure it is reported in any final
work. As their is low likelihood of communication spillovers, no specific protocols need to be
used.

If yes, the next step is to partition the population into greatest number of non-connected
subgroups. Conduct parallel sessions with each subgroup. If not possible to conduct all sessions
in parallel, ensure no contact between sessions using waiting rooms. If it is not possible to
guarantee no contact, either because it is infeasible to completely partition participants into non-
connected subgroups and/or run parallel sessions, then spillovers are possible. Best practices
are to conduct sessions as rapidly as possible (Kosfeld and Rustagi, 2015), or following the
preliminary evidence of this paper, to have a cooling off period of at least 7 days. If possible,
randomize and record session order within each nonconnected sub-group to perform ex-post
test for spillovers. It is also recommended to explicitly survey participants to examine whether
they have had previous contact with others about the activity.44

Below are some examples of different scenarios and how one can best avoid potential com-
munication spillovers from past to future participants.

Example 1: Residents of rural villages in Rwanda:

First best: Minimum distance of 5 km between all participating villages. Second best:
Parallel/no contact sessions for all participating villages within 5 km of one-another. Third
best: Risk of spillovers. Randomize order within each cluster of plausibly connected villages
and conduct sessions as rapidly as possible.

43As there is limited evidence on optimal distance thresholds, 5 km is necessarily an arbitrary threshold, chosen
on the safe side. Following this paper, 2.5 km may already be sufficient. Lower than 2.5 km is likely too small a
distance.

44While some researchers request that participants do not speak with others about the game, to my knowledge
there is no evidence of whether such a strategy is effective.
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Example 2: Example: Members of farmers cooperative in India:

First best: Parallel/no contact sessions with all participants. Second best: Risk of spillovers.
Randomize order and conduct sessions as rapidly as possible.

Example 3: Example: Residents of city in Israel:

First best: Parallel/no contact sessions with all participants. Second best: Partition plausibly
connected participants into the same session, such that there is no/low probability of contact
across sessions. Third best: Risk of spillovers. Randomize order and conduct sessions as
rapidly as possible.

Example 4: Example: Residents of one rural village in Portugal:

First best: Parallel/no contact sessions with all participants. Second best: Risk of spillovers.
Randomize order and conduct sessions as rapidly as possible.

5.4 Political Sectors in Rusizi

Figure 4: Rusizi District Sectors

Map presents 18 political sectors of Rusizi district. The district is bordered by both DRC and
Burundi. Nyamasheke is the bordering district within Rwanda. Map is adapted from Fourth
Population and Housing Census, National Institute of Statistics of Rwanda.
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5.5 Determinants of Visit Order

Table 8 presents an estimation of the order of visits, conditional on the variables observed by the
planner, including the sectors. This regression reveals that with an R2 of 0.93, these variables
are sufficient to explain 93% of the variation in the order of visits.

Table 8: Determinants of Visit Order

(1)
Distance to base (km) 0.433∗∗

(0.215)
Distance to paved road (km) 0.225

(0.202)
Village Size (# HHs) 0.006

(0.006)
# Villages ≤ 1.75 km −0.177

(0.213)
Sector Fixed Effects X

R2 0.93
Observations 147

Analysis uses OLS regression. Significantly different from 0 at * 0.1; ** 0.05; *** 0.01. Robust standard errors in
parentheses. Dependent variable indicates order of visit and varies from 1 to 53. Villages visited on the same day
receive the same value of this variable.

Figure 5: Village Visits

(a) (b)

Each circle represents one village. (a) The shading constitutes the date of visit, with lighter circles representing
earlier visits in the study, and darker later visits. Each village is numbered according to its order of visit. Thus
villages with 1 are visited on the first day, while those with 53 are visited on the last day. (b) Stronger shading
corresponds to less predictable visit timing, defined by residuals of the regression in Table 8. In particular, black
shading indicates villages visited 1 day or more earlier than predicted, while red shading indicating villages that
were visited 1 day or more later than predicted. Light gray and red indicate those that were visited less than one
day earlier or later than predicted, respectively.
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Next, Figure 5(a) shows visit order explicitly, sequentially numbering and each village ac-
cording to its order of visit. Figure 5(b) presents a visual representation of the residuals from
the regression in Table 8. In particular, it shows deviations from the predicted ordering based
on the variables observed by the planner. Villages visited 1 day earlier or more are shaded in
black (25% of the sample). Villages visited 1 day later or more are shaded in red (32% of the
sample). And those that are visited within 1 day of their predicted value are shaded in light gray
or red depending on whether they were visited slightly earlier or later, respectively.

5.6 Matching Strategy

5.6.1 Summary Statistics on Treatment and Balance

Table 9 presents a logit regression of village characteristics on the treatment indicator for po-
tential communication. Among the variables that the planner had access to, only village density
is significant. Note that a small proportion of villages (16%), had no neighbors within 1.75
km. These are dropped from the matching strategy.45 As previously noted, exact matching is
also performed on village density, in Section 5.9, alleviating specific concerns with this im-
balance. As an additional sanity check there is no statistically significant relationship between
contributions in the public goods games and village density.46

Table 9: Logit regression for treatment: Past participating neighbors within 1.75 km

Logit Regression Treatment
(1)

Distance to base (km) 0.034
(0.109)

Village Size (# HHs) -0.005
(0.006)

# Villages ≤ 1.75 km 1.093***
(0.221)

Distance to paved road (km) 0.050
(0.153)

Observations 144
Sector Fixed Effects X

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Robust standard errors are reported in parenthesis. One sector is dropped (3 villages) due to lack of
variation in treatment status.

Next Table 10 examines the balance across treated and control villages. Regarding variables
available to the planner, again village density is significant, while distances to the study’s base
location or to the nearest paved road are not significantly different across the groups, nor is the
village size. Turning to the variables unavailable to the planner, the only statistically significant

45If one includes these villages, 88% of them end up being removed anyway due to extremely low propensity
score values that fall outside of the common support. As such, including them does not alter the main results.

46They are positively correlated. The p-value on an F-test for whether village density can explain contributions
is 0.116. Adding the treatment dummy reduces this p-value to 0.763. Additionally village density is uncorrelated
with contributions in the control group (F-test p-value 0.812). This relationship is investigated further using OLS
regressions in Online Appendix Tables G2 and G3. Finally, an additional reason this is less of an issue than first
appearances may suggest is that the variable is defined as neighboring villages in the study. Since only 150 villages
out of 598 participated in the study, the variable itself is only correlated with the actual number of neighbors.
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Table 10: Balance of treatment: Past participating neighbors within 1.75 km

Treatment Control Difference

Available to planner

Distance to base (km) 12.18 14.09 -1.91
Village Size (# HHs) 128.60 134.64 -6.04
# Villages ≤ 1.75 km 2.48 1.24 1.24***
Distance to paved road (km) 4.96 4.50 0.45

Unavailable to planner

Contribution 270.61 240.36 30.25***
Female 0.75 0.73 0.01
Age 35.37 35.39 -0.02
Years of Education 4.55 4.38 0.17
Community Cooperation Index 0.81 0.82 -0.01
Community Effort Index 0.79 0.79 -0.00
Number of Strong Ties 2.54 2.59 -0.04
General Trust Index 0.72 0.74 -0.02

Observations 73 74 147
Significant differences indicated by * 0.1; ** 0.05; *** 0.01.

variable is average contributions: contributions are 30 RWF greater in treatment villages.47

Attitudes towards cooperation (measured before participation) are not significantly different.

5.6.2 Propensity Score Matching: Theory and Implementation

Here I follow the notation of Imbens (2015), with some slight adaptations. Let Ci(1) denote
the outcome of interest, village level contributions, if village i had at least one neighboring
village within 1.75 km which previously participated in the games (treated, Wi = 1), and Ci(0)

be the contribution of a village with no previous neighbours (untreated, Wi = 0). In an ideal
world, one could observe both outcomes (treated and untreated) for the same village, and hence
could calculate the average treatment effect τ . The classic problem is that one cannot obtain an
unbiased estimate of the treatment effect by naive comparison of the average outcomes of the
two groups (τ̄ = C̄(1)− C̄(0)) because these groups may have different characteristics.

In practice, randomization can solve this problem, by creating comparable treatment and
control groups. Here, randomization did not occur. Instead, following Rosenbaum and Rubin
(1983) and a number of others, the strategy is to find a set of observable covariates X , which
are known to be not affected by the treatment, such that:

Wi ⊥ Ci(1), Ci(0)|Xi. (1)

47Additional variables are explored in Online Appendix C. These variables are related to health and household
assets, coming from the baseline survey of the evaluation of community health programs. There are no statistical
differences between treatment and control for these additional variables.
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This assumption is referred to as unconfoundedness or selection on observables. It means
that the outcomes are uncorrelated with treatment, conditional on covariates Xi. In the current
context this assumption is likely to be satisfied. The reason is that, unlike most observational
studies, the treatment Wi (being exposed to villages who previously participated) could only
have been conditioned on observables. This is because, as stated earlier, the planner determined
the order of visits, in advance, with a limited number of pre-visit observables, and had no prior
familiarity with the villages. In particular, it would be impossible for the planner to condition
the treatment on features of data which had not yet been collected.

Denote the propensity score, e(x) by:

e(x) = Pr(Wi = 1|Xi = x), (2)

i.e. the probability that a village receives the treatment conditional on having characteristics
Xi = x. This is also equivalent to the expectation of the treatment, E[Wi = 1|Xi = x].

We can thus define the average treatment effect as:

τ = E[E[Ci|Wi = 1, Xi]− E[Ci|Wi = 0|Xi]] (3)

As Imbens (2015) notes, in addition to unconfoundedness, a second key assumption is required
for the analysis. This involves a requirement that there is overlap in the distribution of covariates
across treatment and control villages. Intuitively speaking, one needs to be able to find similar
villages in control and treatment groups, in order to make valid comparisons.

Regarding this second assumption of overlap, as noted earlier, in Table 10, average char-
acteristics on variables observed by the planner are reasonably balanced across treatment and
control villages. As the next section will show in more detail, the assumption of overlap is
broadly supported in the data.

The propensity score needs to be estimated from the covariates which may potentially have
had an impact on which villages received the treatment (having neighbors that previously partic-
ipated). In the case of this study, these variables can only come from the set of all observables
available to the planner at the time the order of visits was determined. In determining the
propensity score, I do not include sector dummies, as sectors will be conditioned on using the
exact matching strategy.

Regarding the key variables available to the planner, outlined in Section 2.4, one cannot
assume that the planner used these variables in a linear way. Thus it is also important to take
into account potential higher order interactions between these variables and the treatment. To
determine the optimal specification, I follow the algorithm outlined in Imbens (2015), which
involves selection of these higher order terms based on their added value in terms of predicting
treatment assignment. The algorithm involves step-wise regression estimation of the propensity
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score, to select only those covariates that add value in determining treatment status.48

In fact, the algorithm does not select any additional higher order terms. Thus the final terms
selected for estimation of the propensity score are solely the four variables corresponding to
distance from base, distance from paved road, number of households in village, and village
density within 1.75 km.

Figure 6 presents the distribution of the propensity score by treatment status. There is sig-
nificant overlap over the sample, with the exception of values close to 1.49 In the analysis I
impose restrictions that matching must occur in regions with common support.

Figure 6: Propensity Scores by Treatment Status
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Distribution of propensity score. N = 123.

48I follow Imbens (2015), and set the threshold value for second order terms to be Cqua = 2.71.
49If one were to include villages with no neighbors, this would also present additional imbalances in the left tail.
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5.7 Different Numbers of Neighbors for Matching Estimation

Table 11: Average Effect of Presence of Past Participating Neighbors: Alternative # Neighbors

(1) (2)
Standard Matching Exact Matching

1 Neighbor
Contribution 24.845∗∗ 32.033∗∗∗

(10.189) (10.614)

3 Neighbors
Contribution 31.591∗∗∗ 30.335∗∗∗

(9.822) (10.452)

Observations 118 102
Analysis uses nearest neighbor propensity score matching, with 2 neighbors, with replacement. Significantly
different from zero at * 0.1; ** 0.05; *** 0.01. Abadie-Imbens Robust Standard Errors in parentheses. Values of
propensity score outside common support range are dropped. Exact matching excludes sectors with only 0 or 1
village in either treatment or control groups.

5.8 Estimates for Different Treatment Distances

5.8.1 Matching Estimates

Figure 7 additionally presents matching estimates for different distance cutoffs, using the spec-
ification with full controls analogous to column (1) in Table 2. The coefficient estimates range
from 6.8 (not significant) to 36.1 (significant at 1%).

Figure 8 presents the analogous figure for exact matching on political sectors, the specifica-
tion in Column (2) in Table 2. There one can see a pattern of diminishing effects as the distance
cutoff is greater, where estimates range from 60.1 to 7.6 (neither significant). For the ranges
1.75km to 2.25km, estimates are significant at the 5% level. Note also that for moderate dis-
tances, treatment and control groups are also better balanced. Similarly decreasing patterns are
observed for the OLS estimates in Figure 9, and one can see that OLS and matching estimates
are similar for intermediate distances where standard errors from matching are moderate.
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Figure 7: Matching estimates for different treatment cutoff distances
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Each point corresponds to estimate of coefficient on treatment for specified distance cutoff
for independent matching estimations, analogous to specification (1) in Table 2. Error bars
suppressed for 1 km due to noise. Number of observations varies.

Figure 8: Exact matching on sector estimates for different treatment cutoff distances
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Each point corresponds to estimate of coefficient on treatment for specified distance cutoff
for independent matching estimations, analogous to specification (2) in Table 2. Error bars
suppressed for 1 km due to noise. Number of observations varies.

5.8.2 OLS Estimates

Figure 9 additionally presents OLS estimates for different distance cutoffs, using the specifi-
cation with full controls analogous to column 3 in Table 3. These results show a pattern of
diminishing effects as the distance cutoff is greater. The largest effects are found for villages
with neighbors within 1km, increasing contributions by 49.0 significant at the 1% level, and the
smallest at 2.75 km, increasing contributions by 9.9 RWF, not significant at conventional levels.
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Figure 9: OLS estimates for different treatment cutoff distances
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Each point corresponds to estimate of coefficient on treatment for specified distance cutoff for
independent OLS regressions. N = 147.

5.9 Exact Matching on Village Density

Here I address concerns that treatment effects are in fact picking up differences in village densi-
ties, i.e. the number of neighboring villages in the study located within 1.75 km. I thus conduct
exact matching on this measure of village density. By construction, the treatment variable is
correlated with the number of total neighbors within 1.75 km in the study. Further, the initial
balance checks showed an imbalance in village density across treatment and control villages.

To account for the possibility that village density may be correlated with unobserved vari-
ables, and that the earlier propensity score matching may have been unable to adequately control
for this, I force exact matching on number of neighbors in the study, village density. Village
density has a minimum value of 0 and a maximum of 5, though values of 0 were excluded as
noted in the primary analysis. Further, as there are no control villages for densities with 5 neigh-
bors, these villages are necessarily dropped from this analysis as well. Table 12 presents this
matching analysis. The estimated effects are significant, and consistent with the main results.

Table 12: Average Effect of Presence of Past Participating Neighbors

(1)
Exact Matching on Number Villages within 1.75 km

Contribution 31.752∗∗∗

(11.089)

Observations 119
Analysis uses nearest neighbor propensity score matching, with 2 neighbors, with replacement. Significantly
different from zero at * 0.1; ** 0.05; *** 0.01. Abadie-Imbens Robust Standard Errors in parentheses. Values of
propensity score outside common support range are dropped. Exact matching excludes densities with only 0 or 1
village in either treatment or control groups.
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5.10 Counterfactual Planner Simulations

This section expands on the robustness analysis conducted in Section 2.9. I simulate 10,000
counterfactual paths, calculate the resulting hypothetical treatment, and re-estimate the main
analysis of this paper for each path. The construction of these paths adheres closely to the
observed pattern of the planner largely proceeding sector by sector. To construct these paths
I start with the true village ordering, noting how many villages participated for each sector
on each day. Then, holding the sector constant, for each day I randomly replace each village
with another in the same sector (without replacement). Note that this type of counterfactual
simulation is not the same as the permutation test where treatment is randomly re-assigned and
exact tests of significance can be conducted. The reason is that treatment is not a monotonic
function of visit order, and also depends on the spatial relationship between villages.

Figure 10 presents the results for the distribution of coefficients on these counterfactual treat-
ments, using the OLS strategy in column 3 of Table 3. The estimates in the main paper exceed
98.14% of the estimated coefficients in these counterfactual treatments. Figures 11 presents the
analogous figures for the (a) standard and (b) exact matching strategies, respectively, analogous
to the results presented in Table 2. From these figures, one can see that the estimates in the
main paper exceed 99.92% of the estimated ATEs for the hypothetical treatments for standard
matching, and 99.21% of the estimated ATEs for exact matching on sector.

Overall these simulations suggest that the results of the main paper would be exceptionally
rare to occur by chance. Given the unlikeliness of observing large positive estimates, these re-
sults also reinforce that the estimates observed are likely to be due to communication spillovers.
The alternative explanation would be that the planner selected a specific order which gener-
ated exceptionally large differences in average contributions between the treatment and control
villages as defined in this paper. As an additional robustness check, I also conducted simula-
tions assuming 10,000 purely random paths. These results, available on request, show that the
estimates of this paper exceed 99.9% of these simulated estimates.50

50I performed one further counterfactual simulation exercise: taking residuals from the regression in Table 8,
multiplying 50% randomly by (−1), reassembling the fitted values from the regression with these new residuals,
and calculating a new order based on these values. The results show that the estimates of this paper exceed 96.09%
of the simulated estimates for OLS, 99.59% for standard matching, and 97.66% for exact matching. I thank an
anonymous referee for this suggestion.
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Figure 10: Distribution of OLS Coefficients in Counterfactual Treatments
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Distribution of 10,000 estimated coefficients from the main OLS specification of the paper, using counterfactual
treatments generated from 10,000 random orderings of villages.

Figure 11: Distribution of Matching Estimates in Counterfactual Treatments
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Distribution of 10,000 estimated ATE estimates from the (a) standard matching and (b) exact matching
specifications of the paper, using counterfactual treatments generated from 10,000 random orderings of villages.

5.11 Alternative definitions of CCs

Table 13 presents the effect of CCs for different classifications. Column (1) replicates the main
results in the paper, defining an individual as a CC if they contribute in round 2 the mode of
contributions in round 1. Column 2 uses the median, while column 3 uses the mean. From the
table, one can see that mode and median results are consistent, while the mean results are not
significant. However, the coefficient on the interaction for the mean definition is of the same
magnitude, though the estimates are noisier.
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Table 13: Robustness: Different definitions of CCs

(1) (2) (3)
Mode Median Mean

Treatment Status −8.588 −23.841 −6.061
(14.273) (16.583) (18.825)

Conditional Cooperator (CC) 99.142∗∗∗ 84.454∗∗∗ −16.087
(25.335) (30.363) (56.462)

CC × Treatment 74.004∗∗ 103.418∗∗ 109.275
(31.592) (40.897) (67.412)

Distance to base (km) −3.512 −3.366 −2.213
(2.515) (2.723) (3.126)

Distance to paved road (km) 0.737 −0.165 −0.538
(3.735) (3.728) (4.393)

Village Size (# HHs) 0.052 −0.056 0.055
(0.107) (0.118) (0.126)

# Villages ≤ 1.75 km 0.804 0.806 1.423
(3.929) (4.483) (5.457)

Years of Education −1.035 0.264 −0.845
(4.690) (5.033) (6.313)

Female 26.723 32.316 86.786∗∗

(32.862) (37.217) (43.473)
Age 3.190 8.311 11.786

(18.490) (18.503) (24.598)
Controls X X X
Sector Fixed Effects X X X

R2 0.59 0.53 0.35
Observations 147 147 147

Analysis uses OLS regression. Dependent variable is contributions. Significantly different from 0 at * 0.1; ** 0.05;
*** 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. CC refers to the proportion of individuals classified as conditional
cooperators within each village. Specifications analogous to Table 6 column 3.

5.12 Conditional Cooperation and Heterogeneous Effects

Table 14 presents further analysis of potential heterogeneous effects, using OLS. Online Ap-
pendix H presents the analogous table using matching strategies, though power is limited. Vil-
lages are split according to the median value of the variable of interest, and average treatment
effects are estimated for this sub-sample analogous to column 3 of Table 3. Chow Test statistics
examine whether the differences across these sub-samples are significant. Along the differ-
ent dimensions, only for CCs is the difference in the two sub-samples statistically significantly
different (at the 10% level).
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Table 14: Heterogeneous Effects: Past participating neighbors within 1.75 km

(1) (2)
OLS N

By Conditionally Cooperative
More Conditionally Cooperative 32.085∗ 73

(16.987)
Less Conditionally Cooperative −5.959 74

(11.961)
P-Value (Chow test) [ 0.070]∗

By Age
Older 32.987 70

(24.393)
Younger 19.196 77

(21.040)
P-Value (Chow test) [ 0.669]

By Education
More Educated 36.784∗ 72

(20.299)
Less Educated 23.675 75

(18.975)
P-Value (Chow test) [ 0.638]

By Strong Ties
More Strong Ties 37.073∗∗ 76

(17.301)
Fewer Strong Ties 26.220 71

(22.943)
P-Value (Chow test) [ 0.706]

Analogous OLS regression of column 3 in Table 3. Dependent variable is contributions. Selected covariates split by
median value. Significantly different from zero at * 0.1; ** 0.05; *** 0.01. Robust Standard Errors in parentheses.
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